Case 1.

A 42-year-old woman presented in March 2005 with melanoma (T4(?)N0M0; Breslow thickness, 4-5 mm) on the left cheek (Fig. 1a). Primary size was 25*22 mm. Melanoma was confirmed cytollogically. No lymph node or visceral metastases were found after staging procedures (x-ray of the thorax and sonography of the abdomen and the regional lymph nodes) were performed.

Fig. 1. Patient 1 with melanoma of left cheek. Primary size was 25*22 mm.
[a]. In March 2005, treatment with polyangetic xenogenic antitumor vaccine (PAXAV) was started. In July 2005, clinical effect was stable disease.
[b]. In July 2005, local active immunotherapy by means of IL-2 was started. In November 2005, clinical effect was minimal response.
[c]. In October 2006, local pathogenetic treatment was started. In January 2007, after 2.5 months of local pathogenetic treatment the clinical effect was complete response. Skin of left cheek is clean.
[d]. In December 2009 and in June 2010, skin of left cheek is clean.
In March 2005, treatment with polyantigenic xenogenic antitumor vaccine (PAXAV) was started (Fig. 1a). In July 2005, clinical effect was stable disease.

In July 2005, local active immunotherapy by means of IL-2 was started. In November 2005, clinical effect was minimal response (Fig. 1b).

In November 2005, treatment with polyantigenic xenogenic antitumor vaccine (PAXAV) plus BCG was started. In October 2006, clinical effect was minimal response (Fig. 1b).

In October 2006, local pathogenetic treatment was started. In January 2007, after 2.5 months of local pathogenetic treatment the clinical effect was complete response (Fig. 1c).

In December 2009 and in June 2010, skin of left cheek is clean (Fig. 1d).

No lymph node or visceral metastases were found after staging procedures (x-ray of the thorax and sonography of the abdomen and the regional lymph nodes) were performed.

Treatment of primary melanoma was without surgery, chemotherapy and X-ray therapy.

Case 2.

A 63-year-old woman presented in August 2001 with a malignant melanoma (T3N0M0; Clark level IV; Breslow thickness, 5-6 mm) on her right shin of leg (posterior region of leg), which was initially treated with wide excision.

In June 2003, several skin lesions of metastatic melanoma were noted on the right shin of leg (posterior region of leg). Multiple new skin-colored, brownish red, and dark blue smooth-surfaced and eroded papules and nodules of metastatic melanoma appeared on the whole right lower leg in June 2003 (Fig. 2a).

A large ulcerated nodule (1.8 cm in diameter) was noted on the right posterior crural region (Fig. 2a). Metastatic melanoma was confirmed cytologically.

No lymph node or visceral metastases were found after staging procedures (x-ray of the thorax and sonography of the abdomen and the regional lymph nodes) were performed.

In June 2003, treatment with polyantigenic xenogenic antitumor vaccine (PAXAV) was started. In October 2003, clinical effect was stable disease.

In October 2003, local active immunotherapy by means of IL-2 was started and was finished in February 2004. Clinical effect was minimal response (Fig. 2b).

In February 2004, local partial pathogenetic treatment and PAXAV plus IL-2 were started.

In January 2006, clinical effect was partial response (Fig. 2c).

No lymph node or visceral metastases were found after staging procedures (x-ray of the thorax and sonography of the abdomen and the regional lymph nodes) were performed.

Treatment of metastatic melanoma was without surgery, chemotherapy and X-ray therapy.
Case 3.

A 42-year-old woman presented in May 2001 with melanoma (T2N0M0; Clark level III) on her back, which was initially treated with wide excision (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 2. Patient 2 with metastatic melanoma of right shin of leg (posterior region of leg).

[a] Right shin of leg (posterior region of leg) showing multiple papules and an ulcerated nodule of cutaneous melanoma metastases (black circumferences).

[b] Right shin of leg (posterior region of leg) with multiple cutaneous melanoma metastases (dark blue smooth-surfaced papules and nodules) after 5 months of treatment with local active immunotherapy by means of IL-2, multiple cutaneous melanoma metastases are minimally decreased. Clinical effect was minimal response.

[c] Right shin of leg (posterior region of leg) with multiple cutaneous melanoma metastases (skin-colored and brownish red smooth-surfaced papules) after local partial pathogenetic treatment. Clinical effect was partial response.
In July 2002, local melanoma metastases were noted in lymph nodes of a left axillaries region (N3), which was treated with wide excision (Fig. 3b). Metastatic melanoma was confirmed histopathologically. It was a first relapse.

In March 2003, regional nodal metastases of melanoma were noted in the postoperative scar of a left axillaries region (N3), which was treated with wide excision (Fig. 3c). Metastatic melanoma was confirmed histopathologically. It was a second relapse.

In May 2003, treatment with polyantigenic xenogenic antitumor vaccine (PAXAV) was started. In October 2003, clinical effect was progression of disease. Multiple (innumerable) metastases (6-36 mm) of melanoma were noted in lymph nodes of a left axillaries region and solitary melanoma metastasis (40*17 mm) was noted in the postoperative scar (N3). It was a third relapse.

In October 2003, treatment with mixed vaccine (PAXAV plus BCG) and local active immunotherapy by means of IL-2 were started. In January 2004, clinical effect was minimal response.

In March 2004, complete regression of solitary melanoma metastasis was noted in the postoperative scar after local mixed vaccine (PAXAV plus BCG) therapy (Fig. 3c).

Fig. 3. Patient 3 with metastatic melanoma of back.

[a] In May 2001, postoperative scar on back.

[b] In July 2002, postoperative scar of a left axillaries region.

[c] In April 2003, postoperative scar of a left axillaries region.

In March 2004, complete regression of solitary melanoma metastasis
From March 2004 to April 2005, partial regression of multiple metastases of melanoma (decrease of sizes and quantity of metastases) were noted in lymph nodes of a left axillaries region. From March 2005 to January 2006, a decrease of metastases quantity of multiple metastases of melanoma (7 lymph nodes) was noted in lymph nodes of a left axillaries region. Clinical effect was minimal response.

In April 2006, multiple distant hypoechoic lymph nodes (neck, region of pancreas, inguinal lymph node - multiple melanoma metastases M1a - ?) were noted during usual mixed vaccine (PAXAV plus BCG) and interferon alpha therapy. It was a fourth relapse.

In April 2006, treatment with mixed vaccine (PAXAV plus BCG) was stopped and another therapy was started. In October 2006, clinical effect was complete (inguinal lymph node) and partial (neck, region of pancreas) regression of multiple melanoma metastases M1a (?).

In October 2006, pathogenetic treatment was started. In April 2007, clinical effect was complete regression of hypoechoic lymph nodes in region of pancreas and neck.

From April 2007 to August 2010, complete regression of multiple melanoma metastases (3-6 mm) was noted in lymph nodes of a left axillaries region. Unfortunately, this patient has only a very slow regression, but she lives. Treatment of metastatic melanoma was without surgery, chemotherapy and X-ray therapy.
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